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Introduction

A space X is said to be subpar acornpact if every open cover of X has a a-

discrete closed refinement, and metacompact (countably metacompact) if every

open cover (countable open cover) of X has a point finiteopen refinement. A

space X is said to be metalindelof if every open cover of X has a point coun-

table open refinement. A collection HJ of subsets of a space X is said to be

interior-preservingif int(ncV)=n{int V : FecV} for every cVaHJ. Clearly, an

open collection HJ is interior-preserving if and only if Pi^ is open for every

ci/cHJ. A space X is said to be orthocompact if every open cover of X has an

interior-preserving open refinement. Every paracompact Hausdorff space is

subparacompact and metacompact, and every metacompact space is countably

metacompact, metalindelof and orthocompact. The reader is refered to D. K.

Burke [4] for a complete treatment of these covering properties and some in-

formations of their role in general topology.

Let 3)C be the class of all spaces which have a discrete cover by compact

sets. The topological game G{S)C, X) was introduced and studied by R.

Telgarsky [19]. The games are played by two persons called Players I and II.

Players I and II choose closed subsets of IPs previous play (or of X, if n=0):

Player I's choice must be in the class 3)C and IPs choice must be disjointfrom

Ps. We say that Player I wins if the intersection of IPs choices is empty.

Recall from [19] that a space X is said to be 3)C-likeif Player I has a winning

strategy in G{S)C, X). The class of ^)C-like spaces includes all spaces which

admit a (/-closure-preserving closed cover by compact sets,and regular subpara-

compact, (r-C-scattered spaces.

Paracompactness and Lindelof property of countable products have been

studied by several authors. In particular,if X is a separable metric space or

X is a regular Cech-complete Lindelof space or X is a regular C-scattered

Lindelof space, then XMxY is Lindelof for every regular hereditarily Lindelof

snace Y. The firstresult is due to E. Michael (cf. [14]) and the second one
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is due to Z. Frolik [9] and the third one is due to K. Alster [1]. K. Alster [2]

also proved that if Y is a perfect paracompact Hausdorff space and Xn is a

scattered paracompact Hausdorff space for each ne&>, then Yx UYn is para-
new

compact. Furthermore, the author [17] proved that if Y is a perfect paracom-

pact Hausdorff (regular hereditarily Lindelof) space and Xn is a paracompact

Hausdorff (regular Lindelof) £)C-likespace for each new, then

paracompact (Lindelof).

YXHXn iS

new

The aim of this paper is to consider subparacompactness, metacompactness,

metalindelof property and orthocompactness of countable products. We show

that if Y is a perfect subparacompact space and Xn is a regular subparacompact

£)C-likespace for each n<=(D, then Yx TLXn is subparacompact. We also prove
nE:O)

that if Xn is a regular metacompact WC-like (C-scattered) space for each new,

then UXn is metacompact. Furthermore, let Y be a hereditarily metacompact

space and Xn be a regular metacompact WC-＼ike(C-scattered) space for each n

Go. Then the following statements are equivalent: (a) Yx HXn is metacom-
n£(i)

pact; (b) YX]JXn is countably metacompact and (c) Yx HXn is orthocompact.

For metalindelof property, it will be shown that if Y is a hereditarily met-

alindelof space and Xn is a regular metalindelof WC-Uke (C-scattered) space for

each KGft), then Yx IIXn is metalindelof.

In this paper, we deal with infinitespaces. No separation axioms are as-

sumed. However, regular spaces are assumed to be 7＼. Let ＼A＼denote the

cardinality of a set A. The letter <y denotes the set of natural numbers.

Given a cover HJ of a space X, and Fcl, let <U＼Y={UnY: U^HJ}. For

each xgX, let <Vx={UecU: x^U} and let ord(x, <U)=|<UX|. Let 17** be the

collection of all finite unions of elements of 17.

We use the finite sequences in the proofs. So we adopt the following nota-

tions for them: Let A be a set, and let ^(^4) be the set of all nonempty sub-

sets of A. Let A°={0＼. For each n^l, An denotes the set of all n-sequences

of elements of A and A<a>= ＼JAn. If r=(a0, ･･･,an)^A<w and a&A, then tcg

denotes the sequence (g0, ･･･

n=0.

an, a) and r_=(a0, an-i) if m^I and r_=0 if

2. Topological games.

For the class S)C and a space X, the topologicalgame G(3)C, X) is defined

as follows: There are two players I and II (the pursuer and evader). They

alternatively choose consecutive terms of a sequence <£,,Fo> Elt Fu ■･･,En, Fn,
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･･･> of subsets in X. When each player chooses his term, he knows 3)C, X and

their previous choices.

For a space X, let 2X denote the set of all closed subsets of X. A sequence

<£,,,Fo, Eu F＼,■■■, En, Fn, ･･･> of subsets in X is a play of G(3)C, X) if it satis-

fies the following conditions: For each kgo),

(1) En is the choice of Player I,

(2) Fn is the choice of Player II,

(3) En^2xC＼S)C,

(4) Fn^2x,

(5) EnUFncFn-u where F^=X,

(6) EnnFn=0.

Player I wins if n Fn=0 (Player II has no place to run away). Otherwise

TOGO)Player II wins.

A finite sequence (Eo, Fa, Eu Fu ■■･, Em, Fm) is said to be admissible if it

satisfies the above conditions (l)-(6) for each n<m.

Let s' be a function from ＼J(2x)n+l into 2xn3)C. Let

S0={F: <s'(X), F> is admissible for G{QC, X)} .

Moreover, we can inductively define

<Sn= {(Fo, Fu-, Fn): <£0, Fo, Eu Fu ■■■, En, Fn}

is admissible for G(@C, X), where F-i=X and

Ei=s'(F0, Fu ■■･,Fi-i) for each i<Ln} .

Then the restriction s of s' to U >Sn is said to be a strategy for Player I in
reeo>

G{S)C, X). We say that the strategy s is a winning one if Player I wins every

play <£o, FQ, Eu Fu ･･･, En, Fn, ･･･> such that En = s(F0, F＼,･･■,Fn-X) for nG<y.

Next, we define another (winning) strategy for Player I in G{3)C, X), which

depends only on the preceding choice of Player II.

A function s from 2X into 2X'C＼3)C is said to be a stationary strategy for

Player I in G{3)C, X) if s(F)cF for each i7e2x. We say that the s is winning

if he wins every play <,s(X), Fo, s(F0), Fu s(Fi), ･･■>. That is, a function s from

2X into 2X'r＼3)C is a stationary winning strategy if and only if it satisfies

(i) s{F)aF for each Fze2x,

(ii) if {Fn : neo>} is a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of X such that

s(Fn)r＼Fn+1=0 for each bg(d, then C＼Fn=0.

The following lemma shows that there is no essential difference between

the winning strategy and the stationary winning strategy.
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Lemma 2.1 (F. Galvin and R. Telgarsky [10]). Player I has a winning

strategy in G(S)C, X) if and only if he has a stationary winning strategy in it.

As described in the introduction, a space X is iDC-like if Player I has a

winning strategy in G{3)C, X).

Lemma 2.2 (R. Telgarsky [19]). // a space X has a countable closed cover

by 3)C-like sets,then X is a £>C-likespace.

Recall that a space X is scattered if every non-empty subset A of X has an

isolated point of .4, and C-scattered if for every non-empty closed subset A of

X, there is a point of A which has a compact neighborhood in A. Then scat-

tered spaces and locally compact Hausdorff spaces are C-scattered. Let X be a

space. For each /re2x, let

f(1)= {xe^F : x has no compact neigborhood in F} .

Let X^ = X. For each successor ordinal a, let X(a) = (X^~1)y1). If a is a

limit ordinal, let Xl<t)= C＼X{'S). Notice that a space X is C-scattered if and

only if Xia)= 0 for some ordinal a. If X is C-scattered,let e(^)=inf {a: Xw

= 0}. We say that s(X) is the C-scattered height of X. For each x<=X, we

denote by ax{x) the ordinal such that xgI("^)1-X(^(i)+1). Let ^ be a regular

C-scattered space. If A is either open or closed in X, then A is C-scattered.

More precisely, if A is an open subset of X, then A(a)=X(a)r＼A for each

a<e(Z) and if A is a closed subset of X, then A^cAnX^) for each ≪<s(^).

Therefore, if xeA, then a^(x)^≪x(^) and hence, s(A)f^£(X). A space A' is

said to be a-scattered{a-C-scattered)if X is the union of countably many closed

scattered (C-scattered) subspaces.

Lemma 2.3 (R. Telgarsky [19]). (a) // a space X has a o-closure-preserv-

ing closed cover by compact sets,then X is a ^DC-like space.

(b) // X is a regular sitbparacompact, a-C-scattered space, then X is $)C4ike

space.

Lemma 2.4 (G. Gruenhage and Y. Yajima [11], Y. Yajima [21]). (a) // X

is a regular subparacompact {metacompact) 3)C-likespace, then XxY is subpara-

compact {metacompact) for every subparacompact {metacompact) space Y.

(b) If X is a regular C-scattered metacompact space, then XxY is metacom-

pact for every metacompact space Y.
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For topological games, the reder is refered to R. Telgarsky [18], [19] and

Y Vniimn T911

3. Preliminaries.

Let Z be a space and {F,: fGto} be a countable collection of spaces. For

Zxll Y u we denote by $ the collection of all basic open subsets of Zx II F*.
i&o iea>

Let us denote by 31 the collection of closed subsets of Zx II Yi consisting of
te<w

sets of the form R=ERx II Rt, where ER is a closed subset of Z and there is

iea>
an new such that for each i^n, Ri is a closed subset of Yt and for each i>n,

Ri=Yt. For each 5=^x115^^ and i?=£flX II ^*e.&, we define n{B)
i<=to ie.a>

= inf{feo>: B}―Yj for j^i) and n(R)='mi{i<=Q): Rj=Yj for /^/}. We call

n{B) and ≫(i?) the length of .6 and R respectively. Let JC={HKi'.Ki is a

compact subset of F* for each feto}. For each zgZ and K^Ji, let K<.eiK)=

Lemma 3.1 (D. K. Burke [3], [4]). The following are equivalent for a

space X.

(a) X is subparacompact,

(b) Every open cover of X has a a-locallyfiniteclosed refinement,

(c) For every open cover CU of X, there is a sequence {^n} new of open re-

finements of 1/ such that for each x(=X, there is an new with ord(x, c＼/n)―l.

It is well known that a space X is metacompact (metalindelof) if and only

if for every open cover IJ of X, CUF has a point finite (point countable) open

refinement. In order to study subparacompactness of ZxTLYi, we need the

fniInwinrr ipmmFi

Lemma 3.2. Let Z be a space and {Yt: *e<o} be a countable collection of

spaces. Assume that all finitesubproducts of Zx II Yt are subparacompact. If,

for every open cover O of ZxHYit 0F has a a-locallyfiniterefinement consist-

ing of elements of 31, then ZxTLYi is subparacompact.
■is―,.*

Proof. Let O be an open cover of Zx II Y＼. We may assume that Oc$.

By the assumption, there is a <7-locallyfiniterefinement ＼J31m of OF, consist-
me<w

ing of elements of St. Fix mGo≫. For each R=ERX H Rt<=3im, let{O(R, k):
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k=Q, ■■■,j(R)} be a finite subcollection of O such that Rcz U 0(R, k). Let
*=0

0(R, k)=UR,kx II 0(R, k)t for each k^j(R), and let n=max{n(i?), n(O(R, k)):
i<=w

k^jXR)}. Put R(n)=ERxIIRi and O(R, k, n)=UR kxTLO(R, k)t for each
i=0 t=G

k^j＼R). Let 0(/?)={O(/?, fe,n): k<j(R)}. Then R(n)a＼JO(R). Rince Zx

n re
IIFt is subparacompact and R(n) is a closed subspace of ZxHYi, R(n) is
1=0 i=0

subparacompact. Thus there is a a-discrete closed refinement U @t(R) of

O(R)＼R(n). For each t^a>,letMR)=＼DxTLYt: D^3)t}. Put Sm.t=U{2)i(R)'>

R<^<Rm} for each m, /eo>. Then ＼J QmA is a c-locally finite closed refinement
m,t(=a)

of O. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that Zx TLYi is subparacompact. The proof

is completed.

In order to study metacompactness and metalindelof property of countable

products of C-scattered spaces, we need the following.

Lemma 3.3. Let X be a regular C-scattered metacompact (metalindelof)space.

For every open over HJ of X, there is a point finite{point countable)open cover cy

of X such that: For each V<=<=V,

(a) clV is contained in some member of HJ,

(b) (clVYa) is compact for some a<s(X).

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on the C-scattered height e(X)

for the sake of completeness. Let X be a locally compact metacompact (met-

alindelof) Hausdorff space (i.e. e(X)=l). Thus there is a point finite(point

countable) open cover ^V of X satisfying the condition (a) such that for each

Kg1^, clW is compact. Clearly (V satisfiesthe condition (b). Let X be a re-

gular C-scattered metacompact (metalindelof) space and e=e(X), and assume

that for each a<£, the lemma holds. Then there is a point finite(point coun-

table) open cover 'W of X such that (cf. R. Telgarsky [18, Theorem 1.6]):

Let W<=W.

( i ) clW is contained in some member of 1/,

(ii) If s is a successor ordinal, then (clWY*~l) is compact,

(iii) If s is a limit ordinal, then (clWYa) ―0 for some a<e.

Case 1. s is a limit ordinal. By induction hypothesis, for each W&W,

there is a point finite(point countable) open collection ^'(W) in clW such that

cV'tW) covers clW and for each V^c^'iW), (clV){a) is compact for some ≪<£.

Put <=V(W)=cV'(W)＼W for each W^W and cv=U{<V(W)'> WseW). Then cy

satisfiesthe conditions (a) and (b).
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Case 2. s is a successor ordinal. Let Wo―iW^W: s(clW)=e＼, and CW1=

W-Wo. Take a W&WU Then e(clW)<s. By induction hypothesis, there is

a point finite(point countable) open collection c[/'(W) in clW such that ^'(W)

covers clW and for each Fe^W), (c/y)'00 is compact for some a<£. Put

Put cv(W)=cy(W)＼W for each Ifef, Take a W^Wa. Since £(c/W^)=£,

(c/W)(I-" is compact. Let c^=^0＼j(w {CV(W): W&W^). Then c^ satisfiesthe

conditions (a) and (b).

The proof is completed.

4. Subparacompactness.

We firstlystudy subparacompactness of Zx JiY t.

Theorem 4.1. If Z is a perfect subparacompact space and Y＼is a regular

subparacompact 3)C-like space for each feo,, then ZxJlYi is subparacompact.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Yt=X for each

i<=w and there is an isolated point a in X. Indeed, put X― RYi＼J{a}, where

a£＼JYi. The topology of X is as follows: Every F* is an open-and-closed

subspace of X and a is an isolated point in X. Since every Y＼is a regular

subparacompact 3)C-like space, by Lemma 2.2, X is a regular subparacompact

3)C-like space. Zx TLYt is a closed subspace of ZxXw. Therefore, if ZxXw
teen

is subparacompact, then Zx UYi is subparacompact.
ieai

Let O be an open cover of ZxXm. Put O'= {B<=j& : BcO for some OeCF}.

For each zeZ and K<=J{, there is an O<=OF such that Kiz>K)cz0. Then, by

Wallace theorem in R. Engelking [8], there is a BgJ such that K(ZtK)c:Bci0.

Thus we have BgO'. Define n(KitiK))='mf{n(O): OeeO' and #(z.*)<=£}.

Let s be a stationary winning strategy for Player I in G{3)C, X). Let R―

ERX J＼Ri^3i such that for each i<Ln(R), we have already obtained a compact
ieoi

set Cx(R,i) of Rt. (C;ua,B(fl))= 0. C/Ui?,i)=0 may be occur for i<n(R).) Fix

i<Ln(R). If CUR,i)^0, let FriR.i.m)= Rt for each m<=o>. Put J(i?, /)= R#, 0}

and T(i?, i＼m)= {?-(#,z,m)} for each meo>. Let C(/?,0={C/i : X^A(R, i)}=

{Cx(R.t)} and ^(i?,i, m)= {Fr: r^T{R, i, m)} = {Fr(R,i,m)}for each mew. Put

1{R, i)= U 3(R, i, m). Assume that CxiRtt)= 0. Then there is a discrete col-
mea>

lection C{R,i)={Cx' X<=A(R,i)} of compact subsets of X such that s(Ri)=

KJC(R, i). Since R< is a closed subspace of X, Rt is a subparacompact space.
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Then there is a family 3(R, i)~ ＼J$(R, i, m), where 2r(/?,i, m)―{Fr: ye
mgi!)

F(R, i, m)}, of collections of closed subsets in Rt (and hence, in X), satisfying

(1) 9(R, i) covers Ru

(2) Every member of St(R, i) meets at most one member of C(R, i),

(3) 3(R, i, m) is discrete in X for each me≪.

In each case, for ye ＼J F(R, i, m), let Kr=Frr＼Cx if Frr＼Cx^0 for some

(unique) C;. If Frf~＼(＼JC(R,i))=0, then we take a point pr^Fr and let Kr=

{pr}. Thus, if CUR.i)^0, then ifr(/j,i.m)= i7r(/j,i,m)nC/i(iJ,i)= C/i(ij,i)for each

mew. For 57=(m0, ･･･, wn(≫)Gfl≫B(fl)+1,let AB.v = r(R, 0, mo)X ･･■xf(i?, n(/?),

mn(/?)). For each >7e≪n(fl)+1 and d=(r(8,0), - , r(8, n(R)))^AR.v, let K(5)=

^rc≪.o)X ･･･xKns.n(R))x {a} X ･･･X {a} X ■･･,and let JCR.v={K(8):8eARiV}. Then

<XR,V(ZJ(.
For each z =ER, jjGft)B(R)+1 and 5=(r(3, 0), ･･･, r($, n(i?)))G/ls,,, let

K^(≪.^<a)) = max{≪(/f(g.≪.(≪,),n(R)}. Fix ;?ee£r, ^efl>≫^> +1 and 8=(r(8, 0), ･･･,

r(3, n(R)))^JR,v. Take an O,,s=Ut,8x U Oz UEO' such that K(2,if(s,)C0?,a and
tew

n(K(2,KiS)i)=n(O!l,s). Then we can take a subset HiZiK(3)) = Hz,sX U Hiz.Ka)),i
few

of ZxIM such that

(4) Hz,s is an open neighborhood of z in ER such that H!t3dUs,8,

n<.K(.ZiK(.8))')-i
(5) //,,≪X I! ^.ifaiuX^X-XlX-COu,

<= 0

(6-1) For each i with n(K(z,K(d)))^i<Lr(Ks,K(S))), let H(z,Kid)),i:=Fns,i),

(6-2) For each i<n(K(ZiK(d))) with i<Ln(R), H^tKa)),i be an open subset of

Fr(5,f) such that KrtfA)c.H{z,K<.8)->.i^clH<.z,Ka)).i^-Oe.a,i,

(6-3) For each f with n(R)<i<n(K(z,K(3))), let #(,,*tf)),i={a},

(6-4) In case of that r(Kiz,K<.d)))=n(R), let H(Z,K<.d)),i= X for n{R)<i. In

case of that r(Ku,K(S)))=n(K(z,K(3)))>n(R), let Hu.Kid≫.i = X for n(/C(,.A-(a)))^*.

Then we have /^(ZiA-(5))C/^(Z,a-(5)).For each ye≪, let V//£(d))= {^g^:

n(Ku./aa)))=y} andJf/^(3))={^>3:n(/C(4iX{3)))=y}. Fix ye a. Then U F*(K(3))

=U {//,.≪:w(/C(giK(3)j)^y} = U (＼JJCk(K(8))). Since Z is a perfect space, F/K(5))

is an Fff-set in ER. Since ER is subparacompact, there is a family <DVtSij=

＼JQ-n.s.j,k,where <Dv,8,j,k={D$: $^Sv,s,j,k＼, of collections of closed subsets in
Sea)

ER (and hence, in Z) satisfying

(7) Every member of £)v,s,jis contained in some member of JCj(K(8))

Vj(K(d)),

(8) 0v.8,j covers Vj(K{8)＼

(9) Wv,d,j,k is discrete in Z for each &GE£o.

For k^o) and £e£,,a>iMj take a z(f)ey/ii:(5)) such that/),Cfl2(f).5nF/K(5)).
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n(R)
Put Fs= JI Fns.vXXx -~Xx ･･･ and D^d=DsxFs. Then {Ds.8: iy6o)"(fl)+1,d(E

ARtV, j, feea) and t-^Syj.j,k} is a collection of elements of & such that for

each 7}<=(on(R)+1,8^JR,V, j, k^w and ^Sv,d,jik, D^daR and {D(,s: V(EwniR)+1,

8<=AR{71,j, &<eo> and ^g5,j,;,J covers R.

(10) For each 7?<Ea>n(ie)+1and /, ^e<w, {Df-5: 8<=dR,v and g<=3v.s,jtk) is

discrete in Zxlffl.

Fix 7)(EQ)n(R)+land /, -feem. Let (z, x)<=ZxXw and x=(^i)iea>. For each

if^n(R), since i?* is a closed subset of X, we may assume that x^Ri. Then,

for each i^n{R), there is an open neighborhood B(xt) of xt in J£ such that

n(R) n(R)
I {deJ*,,: n B(xi)r＼Fd(n(R))^0}＼^l, where F8(n(R))= H ^(a.i) for each^e

71(fl)
AR rr Put B'(x)= n B(xt) and B(x)=B'(x)x U Xit where A"t is a copy of

i=0 i>n(R)

X for i>n(R). If B'(x)nF8(n(R))=0 for each deJ^, then ZxB(x)^^ and

(ZxB(x))r＼D^5―0 for each <5eJfi,, and g^3v,s.j,k- Otherwise, take a unique

5eJfli7 such that B'(x)nFs(n(R))^0. Since £>v,d,j,kis discrete in Z, there is

an open neighborhood f/ of 2 in Z such that ＼{$^SVisjtk: Ur＼D^ 0} I ^1.

Then UxB(x)^$ and |{£>f>a.:Ds,8.r＼(UxB(x))j=0, d'^AR,
V
and £^Sv.d>.}.k＼ ＼

^1. Thus {Df.g: d<=AR,v and lea^jj-.j} is discrete in Zxl01.

For each 7](Ba)niR)+1, 5(eAr,v, j, k^m and ^3v,s,j,k, let Gits=D^x

IiclHiglv.Kii)).iClDs,8 and Sr}t8tjik(R)={GSid:£eSv,a,j,k}. Define gViJtk(R)=

^J＼Gy,3.j.k(R)'-d^JR,v} for each 7](Ea)n(R)+1 and /, &eo>. Then we have

(11) For each 7]^o)n(R)+1, j, &ea>, every member of Gvj<k(R) is contained

in some member of O'.

(12) For each >?e<y?t(/e)+I, j, &e=<u, GrhJtk{R) is discrete in ZxXw.

This is clear from (10).

(13) For each ^ea>n(B) +1, 7, feec, every element of 5,^, k has the length

max {7, n(R)+l}.

Fix ^a)8*", 5=(r(5), 0), ･･-,r(S, n(i?)))e4,, ;, A?ea> and ?g5,iJiU.

Then n(KU(^,K(d)))=j and hence, r(A;(2(f),if(5)))=max{y,m(/?)}. Let yle

£P({0,1, ･･･,r(K(,(?),/f(5)))}).In case of that r(Ku^,K(d)))=n(R), i.e., n(R)^j.

For each z<ey4,let R^A,i ―Fr^_i)―H(Z^)tKi5))ii.For each /^/i with i^n(R), let

Rs.A.i= clHltlv.KU)).f For each i>n(R), let Rs,A.i= X. Put R^A=Dix II i?^,;-
tea)

In case of that j>n(R). For each j'sA with t^n(R), let R^Aii = Fns,i)―

#(2(f),/r(5)),i-For each ?^^4 with i<Ln(R), let R$,A,i= clH(zw,Kid≫.i- Let n(i?)

<≪</. If ≫geA let i?f.A.<=^-fl(≪(f).A:(≪)).,i=^-{a}.If *"£4, let i?,.4ii=

c///(≪(5),^(3)).t={a}.For i^j, let Rs,A.i= X. Put R^,A=DSX U R^a.i- In each
tea)
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case, R^A.iClRi for each fsw. Notice that if R^,A=^0, then n(R)<n(R^A). By

the definition,D^8=G^a＼Ji＼J{Ri<A'. ,4e.2>({0,1, ･･･,max{/, n(R)}}))). For each

>le5≫({0,l,-,max{y, n(R)}}),let 3lv,8,j,k,A(R)={RitA: ^Sv,dJtk and RS,A^0}.

For y, i^G(≪ and Aea>({0, 1, ･･-, max {;',n(R)}}), define 5l,i_/i*,A(i?)=

W {&,.≪,,.fc>A(#):5eJfi,7}. Then, by (10), we have

(14) Every $Lv,Jik,A(R)is discrete in ZxXm.

Let ^,i.k{R)=＼J{3lv,j.h,A{R): ^4e<P({0, 1, ･･･,max{j, n(R)}})}. Then, by

(14),

(15) For each ^ea>m(iJ)+1, j, £geo>,m.v,jik(R)is locally finitein ZxX".

(16) For each rj(E(Dn(R)+1 and ;, k^co with 3lv,j.k'-^0, every element of

Sly.j.khas the length max{;, n(i?)+l}.

Fix a ^,^Dexni?M,ie^,.^.M(i?) for V =a>≫<R>+1, 8 = (r(d,0),-,

7(3,n(5)))£4.,, ;, -feGft),̂3v,8,j,k and ,4e<P({0, 1, -, max{;, n(i?)}}).

(17) For each fei with i<,n(R) such that C/i(jK,i)= 0, s(/?i)ni?*x.t=0-

Since R^AA = Fy^A)-H^m,Ki8))ii, s{Ri)r＼R^A,i = (＼JC(R,i))rMFn8.t) ―

H(i(£),K(d)-).i)= K-r(.8,i)―H(.z(.t).K(5)),i=0-

For each z'^/1 with i<Ln(R), a compact set Kn8ii) is contained in RiiAii―

clH(z(ihK(8)),i. Let CjKBfiilil)=Kr(a,<). For each 2^4 with n{R)<i<j, let

C;(≪fiil.i)={a}. For each i'e4, let C^(^iil>i)= 0.

For i£<y, we shall inductively construct an index set 0t and two collections

QT and 3lT for each :G0( satisfying

(18) For t^l and r£(Pt, r_e<PM,

(19) For ifefw and rG0t, 5r and 3tT are collections of elements of 51,

(20) For iGEo and rG^i with 5lr^=0, elements of 3lT have the same length.

Let 0O=≪3. For each t=(m, j, k)<E<P0, let 5r=5r(Zx^a')=5m,,-,,(ZxXa))

and 5ir=5lr(ZxXa')=5im,,-,yfe(ZxXa'). Let r=(m, y, ^)g^0. By the construction,

5T and 5iT are collections of elements of <R. Assume that 3iT^=0. By (16),

elements of 3lT have the same length. Thus QT and SLT,rG0o, satisfy the

conditions (19) and (20). Assume that for l^w, we have already obtained an

index set Ru for i<Lt, and families ＼QZ:r£＼J04[, ＼SlT:T^＼JRi＼ satisfying

the conditions (18), (19) and (20). Take a re$£ with Slzt-0. By (20), elements

of £RT have the same length. So we denote this length by n(r). Let @T=

kc(^, j, k): i?ea>B<r> +1,j, k<=o>}. For each R<=m.T and 5ye<wn(r) +1, /, k(Ea>, we

denote Sv,jik(R) and mVtJik(R) by ST(Biv,j,k)(R) and 3lTmv,j,k)(R) respectively.

Define Q^^.j,k) = U{Sr@(v,j,k)(R): R(E3tT} and 5lre(,i>ifc)= W {i?rR()?,if*>(/?):i?G

Mt}. Let ^£+1=U{^T: rG^≫t and 3lT^0}. Then, by (16) and the construc-

tion, 0t+u families {G≫ : u<=@t+1＼ and {&.,: ≪e$£+1} satisfy the conditions (18),
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(19) and (20). Thus, for each iGoi, we heve an index set Ot, families {Q X ･

rG^t} and {5lr: re=0t} satisfying the conditions (18), (19) and (20). Let 0 =

VJ{0t: /eo>}. Then |0|^g>.

By Lemmas 2.4 and 3.2, our proof is complete if we show

Claim. ＼J{Sz: t<^@} is a a-locally finite closed refinement of O'.

Proof of Claim. Let re$. By (19), GxaSl. By (11), every member of

Qt is contained in some member of O'. By (12), (15) and induction, Qt is locally

finite in ZxX*. Assume that U{SZ: t<ge(P} does not cover ZxXw. Take a

point (z, x)GZxIffl-U{Ufi!: re(P}. Let *=(x,)i&B. Take an 77(O)=m(O)ea

and 5(0)=y(5(0), O)GiZxJ<≫,,(o)=r(ZxXffl) 0, m(0)) such that %eF5(0>. Put ff(0)=

{^(3(0).o)}. Let K(0)=K(§(0))g1/xi<.,,(0) and let j＼0)=n(Ku,K(Q))). Choose a

k(Q)(E(o such that (z, x)GEU5,(0),i(o).*(o)(^XZa))W(W5l,(o),,(o).Mo)(^X^a>)). Let

r(0)=(iy(0),/(0), A?(O))eE0o. Take a £(0)ge £,(,>,5(OM-(o).*<o) such that z6D{(D).

Put ^■(O)={ii(,(f(o))lif(o))>t: i£j{0)}. Since (z, x)£＼JGti0), there is an A(0)g

5>({0, 1, ･･･, 7(0)}) such that (2, x)ge R(W.aw, iJ^w.^e^M^Xl"). By the

definition, if 0ge^1(0), then Rsw,Aw.o=Iin5w.o)―HitiSio)).KW).o- We have 0=

n(ZxX≫)<n(ReW.AW). For i?e(o,M(o), take V(l)(Ea)n<Rw.^+＼ d(l)=(r(Sa)),

0), ･･･, r(S(l), n(i?f(0),4(0))))eJ^(0)wl(0),)?(1) such that xeFa(O. Put 9r(l)={F,W{1).<):

^n(i?f(o).^(o))}. Let K(l)=K(d(l))^J(RicohAW,v(1) and
y(l)=n(K(tiX(1))). Take

a fe(l)ea) such that (2, z)GU59(1),;aU(i)(i?f(O),jl(o))U(U^,(1),;(i),Hi)(i?5(o),i(o))).

Let r(l)=((iy(O), j(0), fe(0)), (t](1), 7(1), ^(1)))^^^ Take a £(l)e£,(1),3(1).,,ci).*a3

such that z£i)f(1). Put ≪^(l)={flU{e(1))iA;(1))>i: ≫^max{y(l), n(i?f(o),A(o))}}. Since

(^, x)^W5T(i), there is an A(l)^&({0, 1, ･･･, max{7(1), n(/?f(O).4(o))}}) such that

(z, x)^Rsa＼Aii), R^i).AM^3ita)(R(w.Aio))' Then, if i^A{＼) with ^n(i?|(o),A(o)),

then ^(D.^cD.f = Fr<3u).r)―H(.z^W),K(.m,i- We have n(i?f(O)l4(o))< n(i??(1),^a)).

Continuing this matter, we can choose a sequence {07(0: tew} of elements of

o)<a>, a sequence {5(0: ^go>}, a sequence {3(t): t^m} of collections, a sequence

{/C(0:^eo>} of compact subsets in X , where K(0= II K{t)i<^<K, sequences
tea*

{7(0: feo)}, {k(t): t^co} of natural numbers, a sequence {z(t): t^a)} of elements

of 0, where r(/)=(()y(0), y(0), fe(0)), ･･･, {f]{t), j＼t),k(t))), a sequence {£(*): iea)},

a sequence {M(t): t<Eo)} of collections, a sequence {^4(0: ifGEtu} of finite subsets

of g>, a sequence {i?^(t),^(o : ££Eg>} of elements of 31 containing (z, x), where

Reu),A(.t)=DSu)X II R$u),Au).i, satisfying the following: Let t^o). Assume that

tea)

we have already obtained sequences {rj(i):i^t}, {d(i):if^t}, {3(i): i^t], {K(i):

i^t}, {7(0: i^t}, {kit): i^t), {rii): i^t) {£(/): i£t}, {JC(t): i£t}, {A(i): i^t}

and {/?*≪).x≪>: i^t}. Then
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(21) 7)(t-＼-l)£E0)niRW'^ + 1,

(22) 5U+l)=(r(a(f+l), 0), -, r(3(f+l),n(/?f(()iil(J,)))G4H),xa),?((
+ i,

such

that xgFju+d, and 3^+1)= {ivact+n.o - i^n(RiU)iAU))},

(23) ifa+D-KW + l^GEJC^^^^a^,,

(24) j(t+l)=n(KltiKlt+1))), k(t+l)<E(o and r(*+l) = ((j?(0),
7(0), 6(0)), ･･･ ,

(?(f+l), y(* + l), ^+l)))GE0t+1,

(25)
<~

(£ + 1) GE
<2gu + l),8U +l),j(t +l), k(t +l),

& (t + 1) = {-"(zCfCt
+ l)), /CU +l)),i ･ 2^

max{/(f+l), n(i??(o>X(o)}} and ^+1)ge£P({0, 1, ･･■, max{;(*+D, n(/W
*≪>)}),

(26) If ! G i(i+l) with i^n(RiU),AU)), then R?a+i),Aa+i),i
= ^r(du+i),i) ―

(27) (^, X) GE
Af(j + 1), 4(£+l) := ■t'fCt+ l)

X II iVfu
+i), 4(t +i), i,

Rgd
+l), AU +l) ^=

■^r(£tl)(i?f(O,^(t))) &nd ^(Afdj.xtoXM/iflt+ll.itt +l)))

(28) For each i^n(Ria)tAU)) with ze/l(i+l) such that C,ua4a)>il(t).() = 0,

s(Ri<.t),A(t), i)^R^(.t + l),AU +l),i―
0,

(29) For each i^n{R^U),AU)) with *'£yl(H-l) such that C/Ufl.a)ylU),i)^0,

^+l)i = C^^£Oiil£Ofi).

The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.2 in the author [17].

However we include it here, because the method of it plays the fundamental

role in this paper.

Assume that for each /e≪, | {few: i^A(t)} | <co. Then for each /geo>, there

is a fjGd) such that ^^ and if ^^, then z^/l(0. Then, by (29),

(30) For each *"geo> and ^^, K(Ot=K(fi)<-

Let K=n #(*<)<£ JC. There is an OgO' such that KlgtK)czO. By (27)

and (30), take a fel such that n(O)<,n{R^t-i),Au-i)) and if i£n(O), then /£(*),=

/C(^)f. Then we have K(,iK(t))c:0 and hence, j＼t)= n(K(z>Kin))<n(O). Since

^)g5,H)
i5U)j((),H!),

n{K^^U)),KU)))=J{t). For / with n(O)^/^n(i?f(i_1),A(£_1)),

by the definition,//(,({((,),A-((),i< = Fr(a((),i). Hence A(t)r＼{n(O), ■■-,n(R^t-i),A(t-v)}

=
0. Since (z, x)^R^t),A(t) and i?f(o,^(t)e5ir(£)(i?j(£-i),4(£-n), there is an fe

^4(0 such that xi^H(z(SU)).K(t)),i- Thus i<n(O) and ** =/?£<≪.A(≫.i = .FrWct),i) ―

H(z(tu)),K(t)),i- Since i^A(t), t<ti. For each t'>t, K(t')i c R^d.awa- Thus

K(U)tczReit).Ait>,i. Since K(0icfl(,(|(e)),ff(£)),i, we have K(t)i*K(U)i. This is

a contradiction. Therefore there is an zge<w such that | {£<ee≪: fGE/l(O} I =o>.

Let {£ ge &): i ge v4(^) and z ^ n(/?f(t),Ji(t))} = {^ : p ^ <w}. Let p <= <o. Since

C^a,).^)-"^' if ^+i=^+l, then, by (28), s(R?ap),A(tp),i)nR?up+1),Aup+i),i

―
0. Assume that tp+1>tp+l. Since Kr(SUp+i),i) = C

X(Riap+1).Mtp+iyi) =

c><*tuP+i-≫.A≪P+i-≫.i>c:HWp+i≫.K≪P+i≫.i> fey
the definition, we have

s(R?(tp),A(tp),i)r^R^tp+i->.A(tp+1),i = 0- Since s is a stationary winning strategy
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for Player I in G(g)C, X), f＼Riup),Au^.i = 0- But xt<= ^R^u^.au^.u which

is a contradiction. It follows that U{ST: r£#) is a cover of ZxXa. The

nrnnf is rnmnipfprl

Corollary 4.2. // Z is a perfect subparacompact space and Y＼is a regular

subpar acornpad space with a a-closure-preserving cover by compact sets for each

i<B<o, then ZxTLYi is subparacompact.

Proof. This Immediately follows from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 2.3(a).

Similarly, by Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 2.3(b), we have

Corollary 4.3. // Z is a perfect subparacompact space and Yt is a regular

subparacompact, a ―C-scattered space for each zeo>, then ZxIJYl is subpara-

c.nmhar.t.

Remark 4.4. Let M be the Michael line and let P be the space of irra-

tionals. P is homeomorphic to a)'0. The following are well-known (see D. K.

Burke [4]).

(a) M is hereditarily paracompact but MxP is not normal and hence,

not paracompact.

(b) MxP is hereditarily subparacompact and hereditarily metacompact

(see also P. Nvikos F151).

5. Metaeompactness, orthocompactness and metalindelof property.

THEOREM 5.1. // Yt is a regular metacompact 3)C-like space for each i<=a),

then n y t is metacompact.
iE.0)

Proof. We may assume that Yi = X for each z'eo>and there is an isolated

point a in X. Let O be an open cover of ZxXw. Similarly, let 0'={6gJ:

BaO for some O(BOF}. For /CgJC, there is an O<=OF such that KcO.

Then there is a Sg5 such that KczBcO. Define n{K) = inf＼n(O): 0^0'

and KcO＼. It sufficesto prove that O' has a point finiteopen refinement.

Let s be a stationary winning strategy for Player I in G{3)C, X). Let B ―

JjBi^lB such that for each if^n(B), we have already obtained a compact set
iE:O>

Cuba) of clBi. (Cx(B,n(B≫= 0. C^B,t) = 0 may be occur for i<n(B).) We

define Q{B) and $(B) of collections of elements of B. Fix i<Ln{B). If Cuba)
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■-P0, let WnB.o = Bi. Put A(B, i) = {X(B, i)} and r(B, i) = {r(B, i)}. Let

C(B, i)= {Cx: Xt=A(B, i)}= {C,(iM)}, and W(fl, *)= {W7: jEf(B, /)}= {Wy,BA)}.

Assume that Cxib,i) = 0- Then there is a discrete collection C{B,i)― {Cxi

1<=A{B, i)} of compact subsets of X such that s{clBi)=＼JC{B, i). Since X is

a regular metacompact space, there is a collection W(B, i)―{Wr: j^F{B, i))

of open subsets in Bt (and hence, in X) satisfying

(1) <W{B, i) covers Bu

(2) For each y<=F(B, i), clWr meets at most one member of C(B, i),

(3) W(B, i) is point finite in Bt and hence, point finite in X.

In each case, for y <e F(B, i), KT = clWrr＼Cx if dWrr＼Cx-i=0 for some

(unique) Cx. If clWrr＼QJC(B, i))=0, then we take a point p^W1 and let Kr―

{pr}. Thus, if CiiB<i)^0, then ^^^^aonC^B.^Cj^i). Put JB=

F(fi, 0)x-Xf(B, n(B)). For each 5=(r(5, 0), ･･･, K^, w(B)))eJB, let K(3)=

^r(5,o)X ･･･ xATr(a,n(S))X {a} X ･･･ X {a} X---, and let JiB= ＼K(d): <5e/JB}. Then

<JCBCJ{.
For each 5 = (r(3, 0) ･･･ y(d, n(B)))^AB, let r(/C(5))=max{(n(/iC(3))>

n(B)}. Fix a 5=(r(5, 0), ･･･, y(8, n(£)))eJ£. Take an 0(5)= II 0(d)t6=0' such
fea>

that K(d)dO(d) and n(K(d))=n(O(d)). Since J^ is a regular space, there is an

H(d)=HH(d)i<E$ such that:

≪(#
(3))-l

(4) II c//i(%XlX-XlX-CO(^),

i =0

(5-1) For each i with n{K(d))^i<r{K{d)), let H(d)t=X,

(5-2) For each i<n(K(d)) with i^n(B), let H(8)t be an open subset of X

such that Kr^odHWiCZclHWitzOffli,

(5-3) For each i with n(B)<i<n{K{d)), let #(d);={a},

(5-4) In case of that r(K(8))=n(B), let H(8)t=X for n(B)<i. In case of

that r(K(8))=n(K(8))>n(B), let H(8)t = X for n(K(d))^i.

n(B)
Then we have K{d)(cHd). Put W(3)= II WVca.oXATx ･･･xZx ･･･. Then

<=0
{If(5): ^gJb} is a collection of elements of & such that for each <5<eJb,

W/'(5)CIJBand |W(5): 8^AB] covers B. By the definition,we have

(6) ＼W(d): d£zAB} is point finitein Xm.

Fix a 8=(r(d, , 0),■･･,y{d, n{B)))^AB. In case of that r(K(d))=n(B). For

each i£n{B), let G(^ = 0(%n^≪,i). For each i>n{B), let G(d)<=X Put

G(5)= II £(5)*. In case of that r(K(8))=n(K(8))>n{B). For each i£n(B), let

G(5)i= O(5)in^r(3 o. For each i with n(B)<i<n(K(8)), let GC3)y= fl(3)*=la}.

For each i>n(K(d)), let G(8)t= X.

W(8). Define S(B)={G(8): 5<=AB＼

Put G(8)= II G(d)t. Then we have G(8)d
ism

Then
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(7) Every member of Q{B) is contained in some member of O'.

(8) Q{B) is point finitein X*.

This is clear from (6).

Fix 8=(r(d, 0),･･･,r(S, n{B)))^AB. Let 4e=S>({0, 1, ･･･, r{K{8))}). In case

of that r{K{8))=n{B). For each i^A, let B8,A.i=Wn8.i)-clR(8)t. For each

i£A with i^n(B), let tfa.^^OC^nWVca.o. For each i>n(B), let B8,Aii= X.

Put Bu=nB≪4≫. In case of that r(K(8))=n(K(8))>n(B). For each ze,4
tea)

with i^n(B), let B8,A.i = Wn8,i)―clR(d)i. For each z"^,4 with i ^n(B), let

■Ba.,!.<= OiSh^Wrcs.o- Let n(B)<i<n{K{8)). If ^^1, let Bi,A.i= X-clH{8)i =

X-{a). If ?^.4, let £3.^ = //^= {a}. For i^n(K(8)), let B8,A,t= X. Put

Bs,a= UBs,A,i- In each case, B8,A,iC.Bi for each f£o≫.We have that if BStA
tea

-±0, then n(5)< n(Bd,A). Let <Bd{B)= {BS,A: A^3>({0, 1,■･･,r(/^(5))})and

55,^^0}. By the definition,P7(5)=G(3)W(U^3(5)). Define $(B)=＼J {$d(B):

5eJs}. Then, by (6), we have

(9) #(fl) is point finitein Xm.

Fix a 53m=II ^.4,^^(5) for 5=(^, 0),■･■,r(S,n(B)))£jB and /le
te<u

i?({0, 1, -,r(K(8))}).

(10) For each z'e/l with i<=n(B) such that Cjkb.o ―0, s(clBi)i^clBs,A,i= 0.

Since ^^.t^^w.o-d^C^, s(clBi),~＼clB8,A.i(Z(＼JC(B,O)n(c/^<3ri)-W)f)

For each/^/1 with/^n(5), since c/55,^,i= c/(O(5)inW;'r(5.i))^'O(5)inc/l^r(5,i),

a compact set Kyi,s,nis contained in clBs,A,i- Let C^(Bs
Aii)=:Kr(sri).

For each

*'£4 withn(fl)<*"<n(K(3)), let Ci(%i,o={a}. For each iGi, let CilB8iA,o= 0.

Now we define 5^ and B} for each j^co. Let S0= S0(Xw)=^S(Xo>) and ^0 =

^0(^£U)=^(Z<"). Assume that for /<sa>, we have already obtained Q, and ^7.

For each B^^Bj, we denote Q{B) and ^(5) by 5;+1(5) and $j+1{B) respectively.

Define SJ+1= U{SJ+1(B): B(E$j} and &J+1 = U{&j+1(B): B^Sj).

Our oroof is comolete if we show

Claim. W {£_,-:j^o)} is a point finiteopen refinement of O'.

Proof of Claim. Let /e<y. By the construction, Sjd$. By (7), every

member of Q5 is contained in some member of O'. By (8),(9) and induction,

Qj is point finitein Xm. Take a x=(xi)iea)eXa). Let J(0)= {d(EdXa>: x(bW(8)}.

Then, by (6), l^|J(0)|<a>. Let JC(Q)={K(d): 5eJ(0)}. Put ^(0)= {H(8): 5ge

J(0)}, W(0)={I^(5): 5eJ(0)} and 5(0)= {G(5): 5eJ(0)}C50. For each deJ(O),

let ^(3)=5'({0, 1, ･･･,r(K(8))}), and let J(0)=U{J(5): 3eJ(0)}. Let ^(0) =

Wj^Z"): 5eJ(0)}. Then ^(O)CI^o. By the definition,for each 8= r(d,0)e
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J(0) and A^Ji{8) with 0e=A B8.a.o = Wu8,0)-clH(d)t. Since W(8) = G(S%

0J&a(X≫)) for each 5 e J(0), 1^ |5(0)W.3(0)|<a>. Observe that (fi,wao)xC

5(0)Ui3(0). Take a 5g5(0). Let J(B)= j≪'eJB: jeW} and let J(l) =

W 1/1(5): Bge^CO)}. Let JC(1) = {/<(£): 3eJ(l)}. Put M{＼)= {H(d): 3eJ(l)},

W(1)={W(3): SeJ(l)} and $(l)={G(d): 5eJ(l)}C5L Define Jl(d) for each 3e

J(l), and J(l) as before. Let #(l)=U{53(fl): 5ge^(0) and 5eJ(fl)}c.0i.

Let 5=(K5, 0), ･･･, r(3, n(B)))eJ(B) and BgJ(0). For each ^LgjI(5), if zge,4

with iS.n(B), then 5diiM = Wr(5i)-c/#(5),:. We have ＼S(l)＼JB(l)＼<<o anc

(Gi＼J$i)x C £(1)U.$(1). Continuing this matter, we can choose a collectior

{A(j): yea>}, a family {JC(j): i'eft>} of collections of compact subsets of Xms

where for each KtEJ((j) and /eo>, K ―II ^e J{, families {JV(;): 7 ge g>},
few

I^O): /£≪}, {5(/): /eo)} of collections of elements of B, a family {JO')

j<B<i)} of collections of finite subsets of <w and a family {jR(j): j<=(d＼ of collec-

tions of elements of B such that for d = (r(d, 0), ■･･, r(d, n(B)))(E A{B), 5g

&U-1), where B5(_1),^(_1)=Za), and ^_1 = jR(-l)={Xa>}, and A(EJl(8), if ^'ge.4

with i<*n(B), then B8tA,i=Wrl8,iy ―clH(d)i, and for each jgw, |5(;)U^(y)|<a

and {Qj＼J$j)xzlG{j)＼J${j). Assume that x&KJBj for each ye<y. Then, by

the construction, x^＼JB{j) for each yeEa>. Since B{j)x is non-empty and finite

for each ye<w, it follows from Konig's lemma (cf. K. Kunen [13]) that there

are a sequence {8(j): j^co}, a sequence {K(j)i j^Q)} of compact subsets of

Xm, sequences {H(d{j)): 7'gegj},＼W(8(j)): j&o)} of elements of B, a sequence

{A(j): 7GEo>} of finite subsets of o), a sequence {B5u)tA{j) : ;geo>} of elements

of IS such that: For each j^<o,

(ID 8(j)=(r(dU), o), ･･･, r(5(;), n(Je50_1).^0_n)))eJ(y),

(12) K(j)=K(8U)),

(13) AU)<£Jl(dU)),

(14) For each z'ge/IO') with ^n(B3o_1),^o_1)), Bsw.Aw.i = Wr(S(j)J)-

clH(8(j))u

(15) x^Bd(j)<Aij) and Bs^^^^BiBs^-D.Au-i))-

Furthermore we have

(16) n(Bs^),A(j))<n(Bd(j+i),Au+i^ for each J^o>>

(17) For each i£n(B8(j)jA(j)) with ≪G=^4(y+l) such that Cii(Ba(>)iit(J),i)= 0,

s(clBs(j),A(j))r＼clBd(j+1),Mj+1)= 0,

(18) For each i^n(B§lj)tMj)) with j"£i4(y+l) such that C;(Bao),X(J)1i)=5t0,

By the similar proof of Claim in Theorem 4.1, we can show that there is

an i^w such that |{;e<w: z"ge/!(/)}I =a>. Let {/geo>: z'e/l(/) and i<n(Bx<≫ A(≫)＼
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= {jk: k^o)}. Then we can prove that s{clBHJk),A<,Jk))^clBS{Jk^l),A(,Jk +x)= 0

for each ^Gai. Since s is a stationary winning strategy for Player I m

G(3)C, X), D clBsijk).A(jk) = 0. But XiGnBjiui.xij.), which is a COntradic-

tion. Thus there is a k<=a) such that x£UBk. Let /=inf{£ea>: x^＼J$k＼.

Since x^＼JBj.u we have x^vJSj. For each &>/, every element of £ftis

contained in some member of Bj. Therefore (U{Sk: k<^(t)})xa U {Sk : k^j}.

Since every Qk is point finitein Xm, it follows that VJ{Sk : k<=a)} is a point

finiteopen refinement of O'. The proof is completed.

Corollary 5.2. // Y t is a regular metacompact space with a a-closure-

preserving cover by compact setsfor each z"eo>,then JJ Yt is metacompact.
i<=w

Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 2.3(a).

For a TVspace X, let ^＼_X"]denote the Pixley-Roy hyperspace of X (cf.

E. K. van Douwen [7]). Every Pixley-Roy hyperspace is a hereditarily meta-

compact Tychonoff space and has a closure-preserving cover by finitesets. In

[17], the author proved that if Z is a perfect paracompact Hausdorff space and

Yi is a TVspace such that S^Fj] is paracompact for each ze<y, then Zx

Il^tX*] is paracompact.

Corollary 5.3. // Yt

metacompact.

is a T^space for each i e a>, then YL<3:[_Yi] is

iSffl

By D. K. Burke [4] and M. M. Coban [6], every perfect metacompact (me-

talindelof)space is hereditarily metacompact (hereditarily metalindelof). Next,

we show the following result.

Theorem 5.4. Let Z be a hereditarilymetacompact space and Yt be a

regular metacompact S)C-likespace for each i^(o. Then the following are

p.nuivalant.

(a) Z X n yi is metacompact,

(b) Z X n Yi is countablymetacompact,
te<u

(c) Z X IT Yi is orthocompact.
it=m

Proof. (a)->(c) Obvious.

(c)->(b) We shall modify the proof of Theorem 2.1 in N. Kemoto and Y.

Yajima [12]. Assume that ZxJIYi is orthocompct. Let 0= {O}■,:/ea>} be a
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countable open cover of ZxTlVi- By their proof, it suffices to prove that

there is a countable open refinement 17 of O such that for every infinite sub-

collection 17' of 17, int(r＼cU')=0. Applying their technique to ZxJJYi, we
tea*

have a countable collection {Gjtt: /eeg> and t=0, 1}, where Gj_t = ZxHjit for

each /eegj t=0, 1, of open subsets of Zx UYi such that
teai

(i) For each /ew, HYt = HJ,0＼jHj.1 and hence, Zx II KfG^oWG^.i,

(ii) For each infinite subset M of w and each £=0, 1, int {r＼{Hjit: /gM))

= 0 and hence, int(n{Gy>t: ;eM})=Zxint(n{#,-,t: jgM})=0.

Let cU={Ojr＼Gj,t' yeo> and £=0, 1}. Then 17 is a countable open refine-

ment of C such that for every infinite subcollection 17' of 17, int(ni7'):=0.

(b)->(a) Assume that Zx II Yi is countably metacompact. For each *ee<w,

take a point at in 1%. Let 0 be an open cover of Zx II Yt and let O'~ {B<=4i:

BdO for som OgOf}. For each z^Z and K^JC, define n(K<.t,K)) as the proof

of Theorem 4.1.

Let Si be a stationary winning strategy for Player I in G{3)C, Yx) for iew.

As Theorem 5.1, take a B = UBX JlB^S} satisfying the following condition:

For each i<Ln(B), we have already obtained a compact set CiiBA) of c/fi*.

(C/i(S,ntB))= 0- C^(Bij)=:0 may be occur for i<n(B).) Fix i^n(B). If Ckb.o

=£0, take the same Wr(B,i), A(B, i), F(B, i), C(B, i) and W(B, i) in Theorem

5.1. Assume that Cx<.B,i)― 0- Then we take a discrete collection C{B,i)―

{Cx'. X^A(B, i)} of comoact subset of Yt such that Si(clBt)=＼jC(B, i), and a

collectiom W^B, i)={Wr: y^F{B, i)} of open subsets in Bt (and hence, in Yt)

satisfying the condition (l')=(l), (2/)=(2) in the proof of Theorem 5.1 and

(30 WiB, i) is point finite in Bt and hence, point finite in Yt.

Define the same Kr for y^F(B, i) and AB in Theorem 5.1. For 8=(j(8, 0),

･･･, r(8, n(B)))^AB> let K(d)=Kr(8.0ix ･■■X^nnunX {anim +1} X ■■■X {ak} X ■■■.

Define JCB as before. For each z^UB and 8=(r(8, 0), ･･･, r($, , n{B)))&AB, let

r(Ku,K(S)))=m2LX{n(K(l,K(d))),n(B)}. Fix z<eUb and 3=(r(5, 0), ･･･, y{d, n{B)))

geJb. Take an OZi8=U!.,sX U.Ot,9,i^Of such that /((uudCOu and n(K(z,KiS)))

= n(Oz 5). Since F, is a regular space, there is an H(Z,K(.8))=Hz,dX U H(Z,ms)),i

e ^ such that:

(4') H,.8X

Hz,sdUBr＼Us,d,

n(K,z

n
i=o

5))>-!

clHil.K^.iXYMKCg.Kca^X-xYkx-'C:Olt.8 and z^

(5'-l) For each i with n(K(z,Ki8)))^i£r(Ku,K(d))),let H^Ka≫.i=Yu

(5'-2) For each i<n(KUiK(d))) with i<Ln(B), let H(z,K(d)),ibe an open subset
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of Yt such that Kri3,i)ClH(z,K(.s)),iCZclH(z,K(3)),iCl0z,§ji,

(5'-3) For each i with n(B)<i<n(Ku, k<.3))),let H(Z,K<s≫.i be an open subset

of Yt such that ai^H(ZiKi8))iic.clH(Z,K(5)),i(^-Oz,s,i,

(5'-4) In case of that r(K(z,K(8)))=n(B), let H(z,K(S)),i= Yi for n{B)<i. In

case of that r(Kis,K(S)))=n(Ku,K(d)))>n(B), let /f(2,/?≪5)),i=}Aifor n(K(z,K<.d)))£i-

Then we have K(z,K(S))ClHi!:,Ki§)).For each /geo), let MStj={Hz,d: n(K(z,K<.8≫)

£j}. Fix /e=a> and let F/K(3))= {* =£/*: n(K(,.*{a≫)^./}. Then F/A(3))=

＼JM8ij. Since Z is a hereditarily metacompact space, there is a family ^8,] ―

{Vs: g(=Bd,j}, of collections of open sets in Vj(K (d)) (and hence, in Z) satisfying

(60 Every member of cVs.j is contained in some member of JC8tj,

(70 cv8ij covers Vj(K(d)),

(80 °Jb,jis point finite in Vj(K(8)) and hence, point finite in Z.

For each s(=38,jt take a 2(£)ey/fl(3)) such that Ffc//,(|,.3. Put W3=

n(.B)
II^.i)XKB(B)+iX ･■･XF4X ･■･and Ff-3=Ffx^. Then {Ff>5: 5eJB, ;" eoj
f=0

and %^Ss,j) is a collection of elements of 3} such that for each <5eJB, /eft>

and ^SdiJ, VitS(zB and {Ff>3: 5eJB, jew and ^e^,^} covers 5. Clearly

we have

(90 For each /<=≪, {^,5: 5eJB and ^g^j,,] is point finite in Zx TLYt.
tEm

Fix a 5 = (ydS, 0), ･･･, y(5, n(B))) g Jb, jGai and ^3s,j. In case of that

r(Kiz(V,K(§)))=n(B). For each i<Ln(B), let Gc^.x^.^O^.^nWVca.i). For

each i>n(B), let G(J(f)i/f(S))ii= Kt. Put G^^.k^) = 7fx nG(i({),jt(≪),i. In
tew

case of that r(K(z^hK(d)))=n(K(z(ihKid)))>n(B). For each i<n{B), let G(2(f),/a5)),i

= 0*cf),<urWr(<u). For each i with n(B)<i<n(K(z(V,Ki8))), let G(,({,,x(j)),F

O,(f).3.i. For each i^n(Kltlv,Ka≫), let G(,(e)iX(a))ii= Ki. Put G(2(f)iK-cd))= Vfx

nG(,({),)r(j)),i. Then we have G(z(f),^(5))cFf,5. Define ^,/5) = {Gulv,Kld)) :

^e^a,,} and Qj{B)=＼j{Qs,J{B): d^AB). Then, by (90 and definition,

(100 For each ;gw, every member of Qj{B) is contained in some member

of Or.

(110 For each /<eg>, Sj(B) is point finite in Zx ILYt.

Fix 8=(r(S, 0), ･･･, 7-(3,n{B)))^AB, j^w and ^e^,,. Let A^&({0, 1, ･･･,

K^(≫(f).A-(3≫)}).In case of that r(K(z^,K(§)))=n(B). For each z'e/1, let5e,Ai< =

W^r≪.i)―clHltw.Ki8≫.i. For each z'<£,4with i^n(B), let 5fMii = O,i3iinP7r(3.i).

For each i>n(B), let 5f>il,1= Ff. Put Bf.ii=yfx II5f>ilif. In case of that

r(K<tiv.K(3≫):=n(Kitlv,Ki8)))>n(B). For each i^A with i£n(B), let Bfiiil =

W^rw.i) ―clHitlv,Ki3≫.i. For eachi^A with i£n(B), let flf,i,i=O≪if),J,(^r(j,().
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Let n(B)<i<n(Kuw,K(d)))- If ieA, let Bi,AA = Yi ―clHU{S), KlS)).i.If i&A, let

Bs,A.i = OtlS),i,i. For i>n(K(z(i),K(8))), let flfiijM=yf. Put £fiil=^x II fle>iM.

We have that B^AiiaBi for each fee) and if B^A--t-0, then n(B)<n(BSiA).

Since n(K(t(0,K{5)))<j, for a subset yl<=<P({0, 1, ･･･, max{/, n(B)}＼), let $8_jiA{B)

= {BM: ^gS'j.j, i3f,A is defined and BSiA^0＼. For /ecu, let ^}{B) ―

U{&8.j.a(B): d<=dB and .4<e5>({0, 1, ■･･,max{;, n(B)})}. Then we have

(120 Every &£B) is point finite in Zx ILYt.

Fix a B^^X Il^.^e jS^XB) for 8=(r(d, 0), ･･･, r@, n(B)))&AB, ,/e

a),$&S8ij and ^ejffdO, 1, ･･■,max{/, n(B)}}). Then

(130 For each/GE/4 with i£n(B)such that CHB,i) = 0, st(clBi)nclBs,A,i = 0.

For each i<^n(B^A), define a compact set C^(B^/1,t) in clB^Ai as Theorem

5.1.

Now we define Qz and .£Srfor each rEQ)<(" with r-^0. For each /gw, let

Sj=Sj(Zx UYi) and S^^/Zx IT^*)- Assume that for rea)<(" with rvt0,

we have already obtained 5- and ^r. For each fie^T and yeEo>, we denote

Qj{B) and j3,(£) by 3T<sj(B) and &T&j(B) respectively. Define Srej=U {GT(Bi(B):

BG5r| and ^re,= U{^Tc/5): Bg5:).

Firstly we show that W{fir: tgeg><<u and t^0} is a <r-point finite open

refinement of O'. Let TGa≫<<B and x~f0. By (100, every element of 5T is

contained in some member of O'. By (110, (120 and induction, for each t^w><("

and r=£0, S. is point finite. Thus, it suffices to prove that U{5T: TGEo><ttland

r^0} is a cover of Zx II Yt. However, the proof is similar to that of Claim

in Theorem 4.1. Let C,z-=-＼JQzfor each T(E(t)<(0with r^0. Then {Gt:t^(d<(U

and r-^0} is a countable open cover of Zx II ^,- Since Zx II 1't is countably
ieo tea)

metacompact, there is a point finite open refinement {G'T: t<e.w<u> and r-r0}

such that G'TCiGz for each rGE<y<(W with ri=0. Then {G^nG : G^Qr> T<=(D<a>

and r^0} is a point finite open refinement of O'. It follows that ZxJlYi

is metacompact. The proof is completed.

Remark 5.5. B. Scott [16] showed that if Y is orthocompact and Z is

compact, metric and infinite, then YxZ is orthocompact if and only if Y Is

countabiy metacompact. J. Chaber [5] constructed a scattered hereditarily

orthocompact space Y which is not countabiy metacompact. Thus, for J. Chaber's

space Y, Yx(a)+i) is not orthocompact, even though both factors are hereditarily

orthocompact and scattered (cf. Lemma 2.4).
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Corollary 5.6. Let Z be a hereditarily metacompact space and Yt be a

regular metacompact space with a o-closurepreserving cover by compact sets for

each /go). Then the following are equivalent.

(a)

(b)

(c)

ZxJiYt is metacompact,

Zx UYi is countablymetacompact,

ZxIiYi is orthocompact.

Since every a -point countable collection of ZxJlYi is point countable, by

the proof of the implication (b)-≫(a)in Theorem 5.4, we have

Theorem 5.7. // Z is a hereditarily metalindelof space and Yt is a regular

metalindelof 3)C-like space for each ;E<y, then Zx TJH＼ is metalindelof.

Copollary 5.8. // Z is a hereditarily metalindelof space and Yt is a regular

metalindelof space with a a-closure-preserving cover by compact sets for each i^o>,

then Zx TiYt is metalindelof.

We consider metacompactness, orthocompactness and metalindelofproperty

of countable products using C-scatteredspaces.

Theorem 5.9. // Yt is a regular C-scattered metacompact space for each

i^.(o,then n Yi is metacompact.

Proof. We also assume that Yt=X for each z'<=g>and there is an isolated

point a in X. We shall modify the proof of Theorem 5.1. Let O be an open

cover of Xm. Define the same O' and n{K) for each K<=J(. We take a B =

YlBi^S satisfying the condition of the proof of Theorem 5.1. Fix i<Ln(B).

If CUB,i)^0, then we take the same Wr(B,i)t A{B,i), r{B,i), C(B,i), and

W(B, i). Assume that CUBA) = 0. Since clBt is a regular C-scattered meta-

compact space, by Lemma 3.3, there is a collection W(B, i)= {Wr: i^F{B, i)}

of open subsets in Bt satisfying the conditions (1//)=(1) and (2//)=(3)in the proof

of Theorem 5.1 and

(3") For each T^F{B, i),(clWrYal^ is compact for some a{j).

Let A(B, i)=T(B, i) and C(B, i)={{clWx){aa)): X^A{B, i)}.

Let Kr=(clWrya≪≫ for y^T{B, i) and take AB, K{8) for d^AB, JCB,r(K(d)),

H(8), W(8) and G(8) for 5(eAb, Q{B), Bs,a, $s(B) and &(B) for d<=A(B), Ase

^({0, 1, ･･･,r(K(8))＼)as before satisfying the conditions (4//)=(4),(5/'-z)=(5-z)

for z= l, 2, 3 and 4, (6")=(6), (7//)=(7),(8//)=(8) and (9//)=(9). Furthermore, we
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take the same Q} and Bj for each /e<w, and show that U{Qji /eft)} is a point

finite open refinement of O'. Let x―(Xi)iBa). Take the same {J(/): jGR},

{JC(;):;eo>}, {.#(;): y<=<u}, {W(y): yea>}, {Q(j)i /<eg>}, {JL{j): j^m] and {^(./):

yew}. Assuming x^yj^j for each /e≪, we similarly choose a sequence {5(j):

jeo)}, a sequence {K(j): j^a)} of compact subsets of X'", where for each jgoj,

KU)=ILKU)i^<K, sequences {H(d(j)): ;eo>}, {W(3(/)): /ea>} of elements of

.c, a sequence {A(j): ;geg>} of finite subsets of cd, a sequence |-60-0),A(i)･ iea≫}

of elements of ^ satisfying the conditions (10//)=(ll), (11")=(12), (12*)=(13),

(13'0=(14), (14*)=(15), (15//)=(16) and (16*)=(18). Then there is an ieo> such

such-that |{/eEft): zge^4(;)} | =&). Let {j<=a)i i<^A(j) and i£n(BSij),A(j))} = ＼jk'

keco}. We have

(17*) For each k^o), £(c/^r(30-fe+1+1),i))<£(c/l^r(S(^+1),i)).

Fix k(EO) and take a ^ed^t^^^u.i). Since WnSijk+1+i>.i)C:Wrl3lJk+l).tu

aclWr(s(jk+1+i),i)(y)^^clWr(dlJk +lhi)(y). Assume that jk+i = jk+l. Then

Wr(is(jk+1+i),i)ClBs(jk+1),Aijk+1),iand

K(y*+i)i=Kr{a(JA+1).<)=(d^r(a(^+l).i,r(''{aw*+i>-i≫c^(3(y*+1))i.

Assume that y*+i>y*+l. Then

In each case, we have aclWri5(jk +v.i)(y)<a(T(8(jk+l),i)). Eence aclWr(8Uk+l+l)ii)(y)

< a(7(8Uk + D, 0). Therefore e(^rtfy,+1+1)li)) < a(r(dUk + D, i). Since

e(clWrl8(Jk+i),t))=a(r(d(jk+l), /)+l, we have £W(iHi+i).>)X£W≪o>i),i))'

Thus {s(c/Wr(5Ufc+i),f)): ^geg>} is an infinite decreasing sequence of ordinals,

which is a contradiction. Thus there is a 6eEG> such that x<^＼jsk. Similarly,

it follows that ＼J＼Qj＼j^co] is a point finite open refinement of O'. The proof is

completed.

Similarly, we have

Theorem 5.10. Let Z be a hereditarily metacompact space and Yt be a

regular C-scattered metacompact space for each zge<m. Then the following are

equivalent.

(a) ZxJIYi is metacompact,

(b) ZxJIYi is countablymetacompact,

(c) ZxJJYi is orthocompact

iE:(O

Theorem 5.11. // Z is a hereditarilymetalindelof space and Yt is a regular

C-scattered metalindelof space for each z'ecy,then ZxllYi is metalindelof.
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